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Fully dramatized and produced with cinema-quality sound design and music, each title in Radio

Theatre's Chronicles of Narnia is now available in a travel-friendly size. Hosted by Douglas

Gresham, stepson of C. S. Lewis, these timeless classics have mesmerized millions around the

world. Upon entering an enchanted world called Narnia, four ordinary children learn extraordinary

lessons in courage, self-sacrifice, friendship, and honor. Brought to life in London by a cast of more

than 100 actors, including award-winners Paul Scofield, David Suchet, and Ron Moody, the 7-part

Chronicles of Narnia provides over 22 hours of exhilaring listening entertainment.Peter, Lucy,

Susan, Edmund--and the magnificent lion, Aslan--are back in Focus on the Family Radio Theatre's

thrilling dramatization of Prince Caspian. The fourth in the series of dramas faithfully adapted from

C. S. Lewis' The Chronicles of Narnia, this enchanting audio drama tells the tale of an evil king who

threatens the life of Narnia's rightful king--the young Prince Caspian. Recorded in London with some

of England's finest actors and utilizing film-style sound design and a rich musical score, Prince

Caspian creates an imaginative world that will inspire listeners of all ages, reminding them of God's

protection and faithfulness.
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Grade 4-8-Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy Pevensey, the heroes and heroines from The Lion, The

Witch, and the Wardrobe, return in this fourth installment of C.S. Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia series.



The four children are transported from an English train station to an island in the world of Narnia.

Though Narnia has been at peace since the children left, it is now under the control of Wicked King

Mirax. The youngsters, along with Aslan the great lion, must help young Prince Caspian restore

Narnia's glorious past. This full-cast dramatization adheres closely to the book's text. Actor Paul

Scofield is the "storyteller," and other British actors read the character parts. The production

features sound effects and background music, and is a more complete version of the story than the

BBC audio production (Bantam Doubleday, 1998). Children familiar with the series will enjoy this

impressive production.Shauna Yusko, King County Library System, Bellevue, WACopyright 2002

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

"The magic of C.S. Lewis's parallel universe never fades." The Times --This text refers to the Library

Binding edition.

The Complete Chronicles of Narnia (text only) by C. S. Lewis,P. BaynesÂ I bought this copy

because for one, I personally did not want a "movie tie-in" version, I wanted to have a hardcover

edition that contained all of the books in one that I could keep for years and pass down to my

children - in short, good quality, tasteful, with pictures.It was described as being "Used - Good", but

it arrived in excellent condition (no noticeable tears on the book itself with only slight page wear).

This version came with a book jacket which is identical to the hard cover itself, so I threw away the

jacket which was well worn. Also, the book description says "text only", which is strange, because

this copy has tons of the original illustrations in full-color (I'll try to post pictures soon).I feel like I hit

the jackpot with this purchase and I highly encourage everyone to get this copy ASAP, because I've

noticed the price of the "all-in-one" books skyrocketing lately (Barnes and Noble used to have a

"leather"-bound copy for $20 three years ago which is $100 now). I sure hope these books don't go

out of print, but if they do, you'll be glad you purchased this particular version, because it'll be

passed down the family.

My old copy of the narnia books was so worn and tattered and the binding barely sticking to the

duck tape that I set out looking for a new and better copy after 10 years of reading my old copy. I

found this beautiful edition that I have wanted for a long time for an awesome price, I paid 22 dollars

plus shipping and handling, the book on  is described as: The Complete Chronicles of Narnia (text

only) by C. S. Lewis. And has a picture of the front cover which has a beautiful map of narnia by

pauline baynes the original illustrator. I bought mine used and came exactly as advertised and has



beautiful color pictures inside, the text only is not true. It is pictures and stories. It came like new, the

pages even still had that new book smell. Even the book jacket was in amazing condition. Also as a

side note alot of people complain about the order of the books and there is much debate on which is

correct. After much research and reading on C. S. Lewis, he seems to truly leave that option up to

the reader and either way is acceptable, I think the important thing to do is simply read them. I am

very satisfied with my purchase and it was exactly what I wanted. I look forward to reading it in this

special edition for many years to come!! :) I have pictures but I haven't been able to figure out how

to upload them onto the  review section and also a week or so ago the reviews on here were

organized neatly and now they are all over the place and for random types of this series, not sure

what happened there?

This boxed set from 1970 is something I've always wanted. It conjures so many memories for me. I

love the books - especially "The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe." These books are in order of

publication - which I prefer and as I read them. I have liked the films - though I didn't really

understand the changes and additions to the stories. I'm looking forward to the next film which is

suppose to be "The Silver Chair" - another favorite as I adore Puddleglum.

How can you not like the Chronicles of Narnia? I am especially impressed by this hardcover, full

volume version. I was worried it would seem to big and bulky, but it is actually really nice to have all

the stories in one place! I also really liked that it didn't have any of the new movie covers. It always

bugs me when movie versions of books come out and then they change all the book covers to

match the movies. This cover's design is awesome! I love the picture of Aslan... and the original

illustrations inside are just as wonderful as I remember them being as a kid! Definitely worth every

penny!

One of my favorite series of all time. I've read and re-read these books multiple times, and I'm

already looking forward to reading them again. I love Lewis' writing style, I love the storyline, the

characters, the world he created and the overall imagination involved. The books are technically

children's books, but I enjoyed them as a child and an adult. There's definitely a Christian message

behind the books, but it's balanced at a point where Christian readers can enjoy and learn from the

themes, but it's not so overpowering that a non-Christian reader couldn't also enjoy the books.

So much has been written about the Chronicles of Narnia. I loved them as a child and we are



enjoying sharing them with our 7-year-old twin boys now.Five stars for Lewis. HOWEVER, I do not

love this edition. I read so many reviews and lost track of which edition had the books in my

preferred order. I know people can have strong opinions about this. ;) I personally much prefer the

series in order of publication and this edition has the books "out of order."

These will forever define my childhood. I remember being in 3rd grade and our class was giving

copies of Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe to read. I still own that copy all these years later and

have continued the tradition with my kids. These books are as complex as you want them to be.

They're great for children because Lewis writes in a free-flowing style with some subtle humor. To

children, the books are about adventures and fantastical worlds beyond our own. Adults might

appreciate the underlying allegory better and thus enjoy the books in this way as well.

One of my top favorite series of all time, I've had them in audiobook form for years. However, I

wanted to get a book that I could read to the kids, but I didn't want to have to ransom one of them to

be able to afford the set. This compilation of all the stories was the answer. It doesn't seem to have

all the art work (I've compared to a couple different library versions), but the stories are there and

there are enough pictures to keep the kids interested. I would say that my 10 year old son is more

interested than my 7 year old daughter. Not sure if that's an age or gender thing (or neither), but

we've still had a ton of great bonding times reading this before bed. And, sometimes dad looks

forward to it almost as much (or more) than the kiddos!
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